They Exist So They Can Be Used
The World’s Nuclear Warheads Count June 2019

Russia 6,500
Carried by land-based missiles including ICBM – 1,645
Deployed at sea including SLBM – 1,540
Carried by aircraft – 1,146
Retired or to be dismantled, etc. – 2,170

France 300
Deployed at sea including SLBM – 253
Carried by aircraft – 50

China 290
Carried by land-based missiles including ICBM – 223
Deployed at sea including SLBM – 48
Carried by aircraft – 20

UK 215
Deployed at sea including SLBM – 215

Israel 80
Carried by land-based missiles including ICBM – 50
Carried by aircraft – 33

Pakistan 150
Carried by land-based missiles including ICBM – 114
Carried by aircraft – 36

India 130
Carried by land-based missiles including ICBM – 60
Deployed at sea including SLBM – 23
Carried by aircraft – 48

DPRK 20–30
Carried by land-based missiles including ICBM – 20–30
Deployed at sea including SLBM – ?
Carried by aircraft – ?
Retired or to be dismantled, etc. – ?

US 6,185
Carried by land-based missiles including ICBM – 800
Deployed at sea including SLBM – 1,920
Carried by aircraft – 1,280
Retired or to be dismantled, etc. – 2,385

13,880
Decrease from 2018: –870

The Doomsday Clock (see box center)
The Doomsday Clock is a symbol of the threat of nuclear annihilation. On the clock, the time is the amount of time left until total destruction of humanity, and the numbers in red indicate how close we are to such a “doomsday.”
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